INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

A characteristic of the eukaryotic cell nucleus is the spatial separation of different genome compartments involved in essential biological processes, such as transcription and replication. It is well accepted that interphase chromosomes are organized in territories within the nucleus, with active and repressive regions occupying different subnuclear compartments ([@B1]). Interchromosomal interactions occur preferentially within active chromatin compartments and between inactive chromatin compartments, but are rarely found between both chromatin compartments. This spatial segregation is probably due to the fact that active and inactive compartments interact with specific subnuclear sites. Active genes often associate with subnuclear structures enriched with RNA/DNA polymerases and transcription or replication factors (also referred to as transcription/replication factories) ([@B2]), while non-transcribed chromatin regions often overlap with lamin-associated domains and are found near the nuclear envelope ([@B3]). According to a model proposed by Cook in 1999 polymerases and other proteins (e.g. transcription factors) are clustered in 'factories' and attached to a subnuclear structure ([@B2]). The term factory is applied to sites where transcription ([@B4]), replication ([@B5]) and repair ([@B6]) of endogenous DNA occurs. Recently published data obtained by chromosomal conformation capturing (3C) demonstrate that distal transcribed or transcription factor associated sequences are often in close proximity to each other in the 3D nucleus ([@B7]--[@B9]) supporting the model of transcription factories. These factories seem to be specialized: each RNA polymerase (I, II, III) accumulates in certain factories ([@B10]), whereas RNA polymerase II factories are further specialized in terms of promoter type ([@B11]), regulating pathway ([@B12]) or gene families ([@B13]--[@B15]).

For a deeper understanding of the relevance of 3D nuclear structure for the regulation of replication and transcription of exogenous DNA, a non-viral autonomous replicon which can easily be genetically modified, and understanding its behaviour within the nucleus would be most desirable. Based on the observation that an origin of replication binds to a subnuclear structure, most probably the nuclear matrix, at the onset of DNA replication a minimal replication and expression system was constructed in our lab ([@B16]). This expression vector carrying a scaffold/matrix attachment region (S/MAR) was shown to replicate autonomously in numerous cell lines, including primary cells ([@B17]--[@B20]). In the interphase nucleus, the replicon binds to the nuclear matrix by an interaction of the S/MAR with the prominent matrix protein SAF-A ([@B21]). S/MAR-based episomes replicate once per cell cycle during early S-phase and the origin recognition complex can assemble at various regions of the episome ([@B22]). Establishment efficiency of S/MAR-based replicons is a stochastic and infrequent event and strongly depends on the nuclear compartment the vector reaches after transfection, a phenomenon probably characteristic of all episomal replicons as e.g. EBV ([@B23]). Using fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) it was shown on a single cell level that established replicons co-localize with early replicating foci and post-translational histone modifications associated with transcriptional activity ([@B24]). Since a preference of S/MAR-based replicons for specific chromosomes or chromosomal regions could not be observed ([@B24]), it can be suggested that specific chromatin pattern assembled over specific sequence elements (e.g. genes, promoters) are favoured for association.

Using circular chromosome conformation capture (4C), we mapped genomic contact sites of three different S/MAR-based replicons stably established in HeLa cells: pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4 (containing an insulator downstream of S/MAR element) and pEPI-Intron (containing an intron between CMV promoter and EGFP). Independent of the inserted *cis-*active elements (HS4-insulator and intron), all three replicons reside preferentially within actively transcribed regions. However, pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4 displayed distinct contact sites, whereas pEPI-Intron showed a rather broad genomic contact pattern. Transcriptome analyses revealed that established S/MAR-based replicons do not alter gene expression profiles of host genome, an observation most important for the use of these replicons in applied biotechnology.

Here, we describe for the first time on a global level the localization of episomal S/MAR-based replicons in the nucleus and the epigenetic features of preferred contact sites. The knowledge of preferred contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons within the genome provides new insights on episome establishment that can be used to improve establishment efficiencies and guiding of specific DNA sequences into specific nuclear compartments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Replicons, transfection and cell culture conditions {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------------------------------

Within this study the S/MAR-based replicons pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4 and pEPI-Intron were used. The chicken hypersensitive site 4 (HS4)-insulator sequence downstream of and in opposite orientation to the S/MAR element (pEPI-HS4) was shown to increase establishment efficiencies of S/MAR-based replicons ([@B25],[@B26]). An intron inserted between promoter and transgene was shown to affect localization of minichromsomes ([@B11]). Therefore, intron1 of human beta-globin gene (HBB) was cloned between CMV and EGFP resulting in pEPI-Intron. Replicons were transfected into HeLa cells (German Resource Centre for Biological Material, DSMZ; Braunschweig, Germany) using FuGene HD transfection reagent (Roche; Basel, Switzerland) or Amaxa^®^ Cell Line Nucleofector^®^ Kit T (Lonza; Basel, Switzerland). Cells were maintained in DMEM Medium (PAN Biotech; Aidenbach, Germany) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (PAA; Cölde, Germany), penicillin (10 000 units/ ml)/ streptomycin (10 mg/ml) (PAA; Cölde, Germany), 50 μg/ml partricin (Biochrom; Berlin, Germany) and non-essential amino acids (PAA Cölde, Germany). Twenty-four hours post-transfection, transient transfection efficiency was determined by fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometric analysis (FACS). Generally, transfection efficiency was 50--70%. Cells were selected in the presence of 400 μg/ml G418 for 14 days and maintained in the absence of selection thereafter. Long-term EGFP expression of the mixed populations and single cell clones grown in the absence of selection was verified by FACS analyses.

Copy number analyses of HeLa genome {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------------

Genomic DNA was isolated from HeLa mixed populations carrying either pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4, or pEPI-Intron using a standard protocol for salting-out ([@B27]) and 250 ng DNA were analyzed for copy number changes using CytoScan^®^ HD Arrays (Affymetrix (Santa Clara, California, USA); \>2.6 million markers, resolution limit of 25--50 kb) and respective reagents and instruments according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Data were further processed using the Chromosome Analysis Suite version 3.0.0.42 (*NetAffx Library* 33.1 (UCSC genome assembly hg19), Affymetrix). Copy numbers and chromosomal positions were exported and plotted into Circos diagrams.

Circular chromosome conformation capture (4C) {#SEC2-3}
---------------------------------------------

Circular chromosome conformation capture on pEPI was performed as described previously ([@B28]). Briefly, interacting DNA segments were cross-linked with 1% paraformaldehyde and nuclei were isolated using a lysis buffer containing 0.2% NP-40 followed by incubation at 37°C in presence of 0.3% SDS. Prior digestion, SDS was sequestered with 2% Triton X-100 and subsequently digested with EcoRI (400 U, 24 h). Digestion efficiencies were quantified in qPCR using qTower Light Cycler (Analytic Jena; Jena, Germany) with FastStart DNA Master^PLUS^ SYBER Green I reaction mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, Massachusetts) and primers covering the EcoRI restriction site within the pEPI genome normalized to a non-digested region (primer sequences see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Digested samples were purified followed by diluted proximity ligation at 16°C, resulting in a 3C-library. For construction of the 4C library, the cross-link was reversed and samples were subjected to digestion with NlaIII followed by a second ligation. Using specific primers ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) close to the respective ligation sites, genomic sequences were amplified and subjected to deep sequencing (Illumina HiSeq2000; 2 × 125 bp (mixed populations), 2 × 100 bp (single-cell derived populations); \>10 million reads/ sample). For verification of obtained results, independently constructed 4C libraries were cloned in pGEM-Teasy (Promega, Madison, USA) and 96 clones per population were sequenced and analysed (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Read mapping and statistical analyses {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------

The sequencing read pairs were processed as follows: First, we *in-silico* generated all possible self-ligation junction of the pEPI, i.e. all sequences that could be generated by completely digesting pEPI with either NlaIII or EcoRI and then ligating two of the fragments. If any one of the two reads belonging to a read pair mapped completely to one of these self-ligation junctions or to pEPI itself, then the read pair was discarded. In the remaining reads, we searched for pEPI marker sequences, i.e. sequences starting with the PCR primer and ending with the first downstream occurrence of the corresponding enzyme restriction site in pEPI. Read pairs containing the last 10 bp of a pEPI marker sequence followed by a sequence of length ≥20 bp not part of pEPI (i.e. possibly originating from the human genome), were selected for the subsequent analysis. All pEPI parts of the reads were stripped and the rest was mapped against the human reference genome (hg19) using the Bowtie 2 read mapping tool ([@B29]). A read pair was treated as a 'hit', if both reads in the pair could be uniquely and coherently mapped to genomic positions with distance of ≤1 kb between each other. Redundant hits originating from identical read pairs were treated as a single hit. The hits were then assigned to the closest EcoRI site. 4C data sets are available on GEO database (GSE97858). The statistical analyses for calculating the enrichments/depletions of detected EcoRI sites in different genomic features was done as described before ([@B30]). As a background model, we used the set of all genomic EcoRI restriction sites in the human genome.

DNA FISH {#SEC2-5}
--------

Episomal DNA and respective contact sites were detected using DNA FISH ([@B31]). Briefly, cells grown to 90% confluence on chamber slides were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (10 min at 20°C). To make nuclear DNA accessible for probes without affecting 3D chromatin architecture, cells were treated with 0.5% Triton-X100/PBS (15 min at 20°C), incubated overnight in 20% glycerol and subjected to repeated freezing in liquid nitrogen (five cycles). For deproteinization, slides were incubated in 0.1 N HCl (5 min at 20°C) and stored at 4°C in 50% formamide (pH 7.0)/2× SSC (0.3 mol/l NaCl and 0.03 mol/l sodium citrate, pH 7.0) prior hybridization (48 h at 37°C). Hybridization mix contained 50 ng/μl of DIG and/or biotin labelled probe, 50% formamide, 2× SSC, 10% dextran sulphate, 40 mmol/l phosphate buffer (23 mmol/l Na~2~HPO~4~, 17 mmol/l NaH~2~PO~4~, pH 7.0), 0.1% SDS, 1× 'Denhardt\'s' buffer (0.02% Ficoll 400, 0.02% polyvinylpyrolidone, and 0.02% bovine serum albumin) and 2.5 μg/μl sheared salmon sperm DNA. Probes were prepared using DNA polymerase, DIG-11-dUTP or biotin-16-dUTP, and specific primers amplifying EGFP gene or chromosomal contact sites (see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nuclear and probe DNA was denatured simultaneously (2 min at 75°C). Post hybridization, slides were washed three times each in 2× SSC (5 min at 37°C) and 0.1× SSC (5 min at 65°C) and blocked in 4% BSA/4× SSC/0.2% Tween-20. Immunodetection was performed using the following antibodies in indicated order: rabbit anti-DIG (45 min at 37°C, 1:80; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), goat anti-rabbit-Alexa488 (45 min at 37°C, 1:200; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California), mouse anti-biotin (45 min at 37°C, 1:80; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), and goat anti-mouse-Alexa555 (45 min at 37°C, 1:200; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Slides were washed three times (3 min at 20°C) after each decoration step and mounted in Vectashield (Biozol, Eching, Germany).

3C-qPCR {#SEC2-6}
-------

To confirm detected contact sites we performed qPCR on 3C-libraries that were constructed as described above. After diluted proximity ligation, 3C libraries were precipitated and further purified using NucleoSpin^®^ gDNA Clean-up kit (Macheray & Nagel; Düren, Germany). For 3C-qPCR we used replicon-specific primers close to the EcoRI site and primers specific for the respective chromosomal contact site. Obtained data were quantified using the ΔΔC~t~ method ([@B32]). First, C~t~-values of ligation products (S/MAR-based replicon with chromosomal site) were normalized to C~t~ values of overall S/MAR-based replicons in each sample (EGFP) and then compared to C~t~ values in an undigested und unligated sample. Primers used for quantitative PCR are listed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Nuclear fractionation {#SEC2-7}
---------------------

Nuclear fractionation was performed as described before ([@B25],[@B33]). Briefly, cells were detached by treatment with trypsin. An aliquot of 10^7^ cells per reaction was washed once with cold PBS followed by incubation in cytoskeleton buffer (10 mmol/l PIPES, 300 mmol/l saccharose, 100 mmol/l NaCl, 3 mmol/l MgCl~2~, 1  mol/l EGTA; 4 min on ice) and centrifugation (1000 × *g*, 4°C, 3 min); the supernatant contained soluble cyto- and nucleoplasmic proteins. Nuclei were then incubated in extraction buffer (10 mmol/l PIPES, 300 mmol/l saccharose, 250 mmol/l ammonium sulphate, 3 mmol/l MgCl~2~, 1  mol/l EGTA; 4 min on ice) and collected by centrifugation as above; the supernatant contained soluble nuclear components including histone H1. Digestion was performed in digestion buffer (10 mmol/l PIPES, 300 mmol/l saccharose, 50 mmol/l NaCl, 3 mmol/l MgCl2, 1 mol/l EGTA; 3 h, 37°C) using four enzymes that do not cut within the replicons (NotI, EcoRV, XhoI and PvuI) together with either MlsI (linearising pEPI-EGFP) or HindIII (linearising pEPI-Intron and pEPI-HS4). All used enzymes do not cut within the chromosomal regions. Subsequent centrifugation left the complete matrix in the pellet fraction while supernatant contained DNA and histones. After extraction with 2 mol/l NaCl buffer (10 mmol/l PIPES, 300 mmol/l saccharose, 2 mol/l NaCl, 3 mmol/l MgCl~2~, 1 mol/l EGTA; 4 min on ice) matrix-associated proteins, which are not part of the core filament were located in the supernatant; matrix-associated DNA and the core filament network (matrix skeleton) were located in the pellet. All fractions were subjected to Proteinase K digestion, DNA was precipitated and further purified using NucleoSpin^®^ gDNA Clean-up kit (Macheray & Nagel; Düren, Germany). Whole genomic DNA served as input control; primers used for quantitative PCR are listed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Motif discovery, GO term analysis and *in silico* prediction of putative S/MARs {#SEC2-8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Web-based tool MEME was used to discover common motifs within frequently occurring contact sites (pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-Intron score ≥ 1000; pEPI-Intron score ≥ 2000) applying default parameters, maximum number of motifs was set to 10. Identified motifs were further analyzed for significantly association with genes linked to one or more Genome Ontology (GO) terms (*P*-value cut-off 0.01; <http://meme-suite.org>). GO terms were then tested for enrichment (*P*-value cut-off 10^−3^) using 'GOrilla' ([@B34]) and visualised as a network model using REViGO ([@B35]) (node size represents fold-change enrichment, colour represents associated *P*-value). Putative S/MARs were predicted *in silico* using the web-based tool WebSIDD (<http://benham.genomecenter.ucdavis.edu/sibz/>) ([@B36]) applying default parameters.

RNAseq/ transcriptome analyses {#SEC2-9}
------------------------------

To determine the influence of episomally maintained S/MAR contained replicons on gene expression, RNAseq was performed. Total RNA was extracted in Trizol (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, California) from both, HeLa wildtype cells and a mixed populations stably maintaining pEPI-EGFP (HeLa T55E), used for library preparation (NEBNext^®^ mRNA Library Prep Reagent Set for Illumina; NEB, Frankfurt, Germany) and subsequently subjected to deep sequencing (Illumina NextSeq500, single-end, 75bp). Obtained raw data were processed using TopHat-Cufflinks pipeline on Galaxy server (<http://usegalaxy.org>) as described before ([@B37]--[@B39]). Briefly, reads were mapped against the human genome (GRCh19) using TopHat, followed by assembling and FPKM value estimation with CuffLinks using default parameters for single-end reads. Significant changes in transcript expression were calculated using CuffDiff. Data visualization was performed with CummeRbund ([@B37]--[@B39]). Data sets are available on GEO database (GSE97725).

For verification in qPCR 1μg DNase-treated RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using First Strand Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, Massachusetts) and subsequently used in quantitative PCR (genes and primer sequences are listed in [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

S/MAR-based replicons do not show chromosomal preferences {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------

Stable establishment of S/MAR-based replicons is a stochastic event and seems to depend on the nuclear compartment the vector reaches after transfection ([@B24]). To identify DNA sequences to which S/MAR-based replicons, containing different functional genomic elements, are in close proximity, circular chromosome conformation capturing (4C) coupled to high-throughput sequencing was performed. Either mixed populations or single cell clones of HeLa cells stably transfected with pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4 (HS4 insulator downstream of S/MAR), and pEPI-Intron (HBB intron1 between CMV promoter and EGFP) (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were crosslinked, digested with EcoRI and NlaIII and ligated (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequently, genomic sequences were amplified (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and sequenced (100 bp/125 bp, paired end). After stringent filtering for reads that (i) contain bait sequence (pEPI DNA) ligated to genomic DNA and (ii) could be uniquely mapped to the human genome, we obtained 123.895 (pEPI-EGFP), 533.221 (pEPI-HS4), and 369.896 (pEPI-Intron) reads of mixed populations. Here, the number of mapped reads per chromosome correlated with chromosome size (pEPI-EGFP *r* = 0.788, *P* \< 0.0001; pEPI-HS4 *r* = 0.532, *P* = 0.009; pEPI-Intron *r* = 0.848, *P* \< 0.0001; Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), with an accumulation of pEPI-HS4 reads on chromosomes 7 and 12 (20.94% and 17.17% of all reads mapped to chromosomes 12 and 7, respectively). No significant correlation with gene density of chromosomes could be observed (pEPI-EGFP *r* = --0.165, *P* = 0.45; pEPI-HS4 *r* = 0.341, *P* = 0.11; pEPI-Intron *r* = --0.311, *P* = 0.148; Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Circular chromosome conformation capture (4C) on S/MAR-based replicons. (**A**) To identify genomic contact partners of S/MAR-based replicons pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4 (chicken hypersensitive site 4 (HS4)-insulator sequence downstream of S/MAR) and pEPI-Intron (human beta-globin (HBB) intron1 between CMV and EGFP), cells stably maintain these replicons were subjected to 4C. (**B**) Vector-genome interactions were cross-linked, followed by two separate digestion and ligations steps. Replicon-specific primers were used to amplify unknown genomic sequences. Obtained amplicons (**C**) were subjected to deep sequencing and mapped to the human genome. *E, pEPI-EGFP; H, pEPI-HS4; In, pEPI-Intron*. Number of detected contact sites correlated with (**D**) chromosome size, but not with (**E**) gene density.](gkx522fig1){#F1}

Using 10^6^ cells per experiment and assuming two vector copies per cell on average, contact sites of 2 × 10^6^ vector copies were examined. Out of the 123 895 reads obtained for pEPI-EGFP 1215 different contact sites were detected, 5276 contact sites out of 533.221 reads for pEPI-HS4, and 1136 contact sites out of 369 896 for pEPI-Intron. Regions of up to 100 kb in length containing reads with a minimum score (number of reads mapped to a unique locus) of 100 were summarized to HotSpots, overlapping HotSpots were further summarized to one Hotspot, resulting in 295 (pEPI-EGFP), 1109 (pEPI-HS4) and 473 (pEPI-Intron) HotSpots (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). HotSpots and contact sites with a frequency ≥1000 were considered as significant and are termed *frequent HotSpots/ contact sites* below. Whereas only few and non-clustered, frequent HotSpots (score ≥1000) were detected for pEPI-EGFP (16 HotSpots, Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), those for pEPI-HS4 (34 HotSpots, Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) appear clustered to distinct chromosomal loci (chromosomes 1, 2, 7 and 12). In contrast, HotSpots of pEPI-Intron (135 HotSpots, Figure [2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) appear rather evenly distributed throughout the genome. Remarkably, frequent HotSpots of pEPI-Intron contained significantly fewer intron-less genes when compared to genes within frequent HotSpots of pEPI-EGFP (O/E 0.26, *P* = 0.0001) and pEPI-HS4 (O/E 0.21, *P* \< 0.0001) ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Recent studies revealed that HeLa cells display a remarkably high level of aneuploidy ([@B40]). To exclude that detected HotSpots simply reflect chromosomal amplifications we determined copy numbers (CN) throughout the genome. As shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, HeLa cells used in this study are predominantly triploid (orange dots, CN = 3) with some highly amplified chromosomal regions (e.g. p-arm of chromosome 5; dark red dots, CN \> 5). However, no correlation between frequently occurring HotSpots (score ≥1000) and amplified regions (CN \> 5) was found, demonstrating that there are indeed specific chromosomal loci to which S/MAR-based replicons are in close proximity. To verify that S/MAR based vectors are not randomly distributed in the genome we repeated the 4C experiments with two independent mixed populations maintaining pEPI-EGFP or pEPI-HS4, respectively. Here, 4C libraries were introduced into a cloning vector and 96 clones of each library were sequenced and analyzed. If S/MAR based replicons indeed have preferential contact sites, an accumulation of contact sites should also be seen when analyzing a small set of ligated episome-chromosome contacts. A similar distribution of contact sites as in the global analysis was detected and many of these contact sites were identical to those found before ([Supplementary Figure S2 A-D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The three most-frequently detected contact sites of pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4 were also verified *in situ* using DNA FISH (Figure [2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [H](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2 F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the three most-frequent contact sites of each replicon were additionally verified in an independent 3C library using PCR analyses ([Supplementary Figure S2 E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Circos diagrams of detected interaction HotSpots in mixed populations. Chromosomes are arranged clockwise starting with chromosome 1. Each line starting from pEPI (centre) to a chromosomal locus represents a contact HotSpot with a minimum score (detection frequency) of 100. Copy numbers (CN) of HeLa genome are indicated with colour gradient from blue for CN = 1 to red for CN = 10 (**A**) 295 HotSpots were detected for pEPI-EGFP, (**B**) 1109 HotSpots for pEPI-HS4 and (**C**) 473 HotSpots for pEPI-Intron. HotSpots with a score ≥1000 (frequent HotSpots) were considered as significant and are shown in red. (**D**) Sixteen frequent HotSpots were detected for pEPI-EGFP, (**E**) 34 frequent HotSpots for pEPI-HS4, and (**F**) 135 frequent HotSpots for pEPI-Intron. Light gray lines, interaction HotSpots with score 100--500; black lines, interaction HotSpots with score 500--1000; red lines, interaction HotSpots with score \>1000. Using DNA FISH, the three most frequently detected contact sites of (**G**) pEPI-EGFP and (**H**) pEPI-HS4 were verified in situ. Episomes and chromosomal loci were detected using specific probes tagged with DIG (episome, green) and biotin (chromosomal contact site, red), respectively.](gkx522fig2){#F2}

Assuming that S/MAR-based replicons are positioned randomly in the nucleus and/ or behave dynamic during mitosis, in a mixed population we would expect that each read obtained for the different replicons should be associated with a different genomic EcoRI site. The observation of considerably fewer contact sites for each construct suggests both, preferred contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons with host genomes and a rather non-dynamic behaviour during mitosis. Therefore a very distinct contact pattern should be expected in individual clones. For this reason, we analyzed the contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons in individually established single-cell derived populations. Clones \#1 and \#2 of pEPI-EGFP displayed 2261 and 1434 HotSpots, for pEPI-HS4 clone\#1 742 HotSpots were detected ([Supplementary Figure S3 A--C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Remarkably, frequently occurring HotSpots (score ≥ 1000) were highly clustered to a specific chromosomal locus. For pEPI-EGFP clone\#1 four frequent HotSpots cluster on chromosome 20 ([Supplementary Figure S3 E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Twelve of 16 frequent HotSpots of pEPI-EGFP clone\#2 cluster on chromosome 1 ([Supplementary Figure S3 F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and five of six frequent HotSpots of pEPI-HS4 were found to cluster on chromosome 9 ([Supplementary Figure S3 G](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These frequently occurring Hot Spots were also identified in mixed populations, albeit not as frequently occurring contact sites (score \< 1000). The number of frequently occurring HotSpots may correlate with the number of S/MAR-based replicons per individual cell. As observed in mixed population, pEPI-Intron clone\#1 displayed a comparable broad contact pattern with 182 HotSpots of which 94 occurred frequently (score ≥ 1000) and were not restricted to a certain locus ([Supplementary Figure S3 D and H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Again, the observed distinct HotSpots of pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4 in clonal populations indicates that genomic contact sites are 'inherited' during mitosis. In contrast, the high number of frequently occurring HotSpots for pEPI-Intron in a single-cell derived population indicates either a dynamic behaviour during mitosis or a high variability of co-transcribed loci. However, comparison of contact patterns of all three replicons in mixed populations, as well as in single-cell derived populations, implies an impact of genomic elements (e.g. insulator, intron) on the behaviour of episomes.

Contact sites are enriched for markers of open chromatin {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------

As outlined above, detected contact pattern indicate the existence of preferred sites of localization. Indeed, *in situ* hybridization and 3D microscopy on single cells revealed that S/MAR-based replicons co-localize with epigenetic markers associated with active transcription ([@B24]). These observations prompted us to analyze epigenetic modifications and chromatin status of the identified contact sites to obtain a global picture of common features that are linked to vector-genome contact sites. The association of episomal contact sites with specific genomic and epigenetic features was evaluated using random controls generated computationally. ChIP-seq, DNase-Seq and chromatin segmentation data from ENCODE ([@B41]) were used to define chromatin segments, chromatin accessibility and transcriptional activity. Features with *P* ≤ 0.001 were considered as significant and are shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (dashed bars). Genomic contact sites in mixed populations of pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4 and pEPI-Intron were significantly enriched for transcribed genome segments and histone modifications associated with active transcription and open chromatin structure (H3K27ac, H3K36me3, H3K4me1/2/3, H3K79me2, H3K9ac, H4K20me1). Notably, an up to 3.48-fold enrichment of transcription start sites (TSS) within the genomic contact sites was observed for all three replicons (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P* \< 0.001). Only pEPI-HS4 displayed a moderate enrichment of enhancer elements within its genomic contact sites (1.77-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; pEPI-EGFP 1,23-fold, *P* = 0.454; pEPI-Intron 1,79-fold, *P* = 0.019), whereas a moderate but significant enrichment for (CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) binding was detected for pEPI-EGFP (1.63-fold, *P* \< 0.0001) and pEPI-Intron (1.72-fold, *P* \< 0.0001), but not for pEPI-HS4 (1.14-fold, *P* = 0.006). Episomal contact sites appeared to be less frequent within transcriptional silent regions (repressed), lamina associated domains (LAD), and histone modification marks associated with transcriptional silencing and heterochromatin (H3K27me3, H3K9me3) (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P* \< 0.001). Focusing on gene coding regions, a preference of episomal replicons to interact with gene bodies and intronic sequences, as well as with TSS spanning sequences was observed. Contact sites of all three replicons were especially enriched for promoter sequences (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; pEPI-EGFP 2.14-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; pEPI-HS4 2.0-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; pEPI-Intron 1.82-fold, *P* = 0.0001). Episomes pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-Intron did not show a significant preference to interact with transcription end sites (TES), whereas in contrast contact sites of pEPI-HS4 were slightly enriched for TES (1.26-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). All three replicons showed a moderate tendency to interact with genomic sites near CpG islands (±5--20 kb; Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Genomic and epigenetic features of detected contact sites in mixed populations. Enrichment of contact sites of pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4, and pEPI-Intron compared to random sites in the vicinity of specific (**A**) epigenetic and (**B**) genomic features. Values are given as the proportion of contact events divided by the proportion of random events. Enrichment with *P* ≤ 0.001 was considered as significant (dashed bars).](gkx522fig3){#F3}

Again, a similar enrichment pattern was observed in an independent 4C analysis of a mixed cell population with up to 69% of contact sites being associated with active regions ([Supplementary Results and Supplementary Figure S2 A--D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and in single-cell derived populations ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data indicate that S/MAR-based episomal replicons favour open chromatin regions, especially sequences spanning promoters and transcription start sites for association.

Contact sites are enriched for polymerase II binding and located in proximity to potential origins of replication {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the observation that transcription factories are specialized in terms of regulating pathway ([@B12]) or gene families ([@B13]--[@B15]), we tested genes within preferred contact sites of the mixed populations for an overrepresentation of certain gene families or pathways, using Panther Classification System ([@B42]). Within frequently occurring HotSpots (score ≥ 1000), none of the replicons showed an enrichment for neither gene families nor pathways. Considering all detected HotSpots, those of pEPI-HS4 were slightly and non-significantly (*P* ≥ 0.01) enriched for Gene ontology (GO) terms *phosphatidylinositol binding* (3-fold enrichment, *P* = 0.021) and *ATP binding* (1.6-fold enrichment, *P* = 0.038), whereas genes within pEPI-Intron HotSpots were found to be enriched for GO term *cell adhesion* (2.9-fold enrichment, *P* = 0.0097).

We next searched for common protein binding motifs within the frequent contact sites (pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4 score ≥ 1000; pEPI-Intron score ≥ 2000). Sequences spanning these contact sites (3000 bp) were subjected to MEME, a web-based motif discovery tool. Within these regions common protein binding motifs with (G)GAGG or stretches of (T)~4--11~ occurred frequently ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These motifs were further analyzed for enrichment of associated GO terms using the web-tool *Gene Ontology for Motifs* (GOMo). Detected protein binding motifs within frequent contact sites of all three replicons were associated with GO terms *binding, sequence-specific DNA binding, transcription regulator activity*, and *histone binding* (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating an enrichment of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) within frequent contact sites. Consequently, we tested the enrichment of RNA polymerase II (RNAP2) binding from ChIP-seq data (*SYDH*, ENCODE/Stanford/Yale/USC/Harvard) within all detected contact sites. Consistent with the observation that S/MAR-based replicons preferentially associate with actively transcribed chromatin (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), a significant enrichment of RNAP2 binding was detected for overall RNAP2 (pEPI-EGFP 2.15-fold, *P* = 0.012; pEPI-HS4 1.83-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; pEPI-Intron 3.74-fold, *P* \< 0.0001), as well for active (phosphorylated) RNAP2-Ser2 (pEPI-EGFP 3.02-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; pEPI-HS4 2.69-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; pEPI-Intron 1.95-fold, *P* = 0.003; Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, beyond an enrichment of putative albeit different TFBS within frequent contact sites we could not identify other sequence motifs or regulatory pathways being enriched for one replicon.

![Frequent contact sites are contain transcription factor binding motifs and are enriched for RNAP2. (**A**) Common protein binding motifs identified with web-based tool MEME within the frequent contact sites (pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4 score ≥ 1000; pEPI-Intron score ≥ 2000) were associated with GO terms *binding, histone binding, sequence-specific DNA binding*, and *transcription regulator activity*. Colour intensity increases with significance, node size represents enrichment of term in dataset. (**B**) Contact sites of all three S/MAR-based replicons are significantly enriched for binding of overall RNAP2 as well for active (phosphorylated) RNAP2-Ser2.](gkx522fig4){#F4}

A co-localization of S/MAR-based replicons with early-replicating foci ([@B24]) and an association with the nuclear matrix has been described before ([@B33]). Based on these previous observations, we speculated that contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons may also function as or are at least in close proximity to origins of replication. Recently published studies connected dimethylated lysine 79 of histone 3 (H3K79me2) with replication initiation ([@B43]) and found shared replication origins strongly associated with chromatin modifications H3K4me3, H3K9ac and unmethylated CpG islands ([@B44]). When considering all detected contact sites, an enrichment of H3K4me3, H3K79me2 and H3K9ac was detectable for all three replicons (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas no significant association with early replicating sequences (pEPI-EGFP 0.52-fold, *P* = 1; pEPI-HS4 0.96-fold, *P* = 1, pEPI-Intron 2.2-fold, *P* = 0.11) was shown. Yet, the three most frequently occurring contact sites of each vector were located within early replicating regions containing (unmethylated) CpG islands, associated with active histone modification marks (H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K79me2) coupled with a lack of repressive histone modification marks (H3K27me3) ([Supplementary Figure S6A--C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As outlined above, a moderate association with CpG shores (±5--20 kb from CpG island) was detected for all three replicons, while pEPI-HS4 contact sites were associated with CpG shores ±2 kb from CpG islands (1.9-fold, *P* \< 0.0001; Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, enrichment within CpG shores does not seem to depend on methylation status of the respective CpG island: pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-Intron showed either only low or no significant association with methylation status, while pEPI-HS4 was significantly (*P* \< 0.001) associated with both, methylated and unmethylated CpG islands with a tendency towards unmethylated CpGs ([Supplementary Figure S6 D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Since S/MAR-based replicons associate with the nuclear matrix it should be expected that sequences in close proximity are also matrix-associated and should include other S/MARs. Using an web-based *in silico* prediction tool for the three most-frequent contact sites of each replicon ([@B36]), we found at least one putative S/MAR in close proximity (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We then isolated nuclear matrix associated sequences as described before ([@B25],[@B33]) and amplified the three most-frequent contact sites of each replicon. Episomal DNA as well as these contact sites were found to be enriched in the nuclear matrix/ core-filament fraction. Since transcriptionally active chromatin is described to be associated with the nuclear matrix ([@B45]), the housekeeping gene *plasminogen activator, tissue* (PLAT) served as positive control, whereas a non-coding transcriptionally inactive region of chromosome 9 found to be present in both, free DNA and matrix/ core-filament fraction (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Frequent contact sites are in close proximity to putative S/MARs and associated with the nuclear matrix. (**A**) Putative S/MARs in close proximity to the three most frequent contact sites were identified with WebSIDD prediction tool. *denaturation Energy, energy needed to force a base pair at a respective position open; P, probability of strand separation (black bars indicate high probabilities)*. (**B**) Three most-frequent contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4 and pEPI-Intron were found to be associated with the nuclear matrix. Housekeeping gene PLAT and a transcriptionally silent portion of chromosome 9 served as positive and negative control, respectively. *PLAT, plasminogen activator (tissue)*.](gkx522fig5){#F5}

Episomal S/MAR-based replicons do not alter expression profile of host genome {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described above, S/MAR-based replicons tend to interact with chromosomal sites of active transcription, favouring promoter sequences and transcription start sites. Genes displaying promoter-promoter interactions have been shown to be not only transcribed cooperatively but are also capable of co-activating other promoters within such an interacting cluster ([@B8]). For this reason, it cannot be excluded that S/MAR-based replicons do have an influence on endogenous gene expression. We analyzed the transcriptome of untransfected HeLa cells (wild-type) and compared with HeLa cells stably established pEPI-EGFP. Obtained reads were mapped and analyzed using the CuffLinks pipeline and visualized using cummeRbund ([@B37]--[@B39]). In Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, *Fragments per Kilobase Million* (FPKM) values of untransfected HeLa (control; X-axis) have been plotted against FPKM values of HeLa cells stably maintaining pEPI-EGFP (Y-axis) and no global changes in gene expression in pEPI-EGFP maintaining cells could be observed. To identify differentially expressed genes, false discovery rate (FDR) cut off was set to 0.01 and --log~10~ of FDR adjusted *P*-value (*q*-value) has been plotted against log~2~ of fold change. Significantly differentially expressed genes with *q* \< 0.01 and an absolute fold-change of 2 would appear red and were not detected when comparing expression levels of untransfected HeLa cells with cells stably maintaining pEPI-EGFP (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Genes that displayed high fold change and low *q*-values (*q* \< 0.05) were not located within replicon contact sites. For verification we chose five of these genes ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and compared expression levels between untransfected HeLa and HeLa stably maintaining pEPI-EGFP within three replicates; two genes that did not show altered expression in RNAseq analyses served as controls. As shown in Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} no significant changes in genes expression (*P* \< 0.01) were detected. Comparing the contact patterns of pEPI-EGFP, pEPI-HS4 and pEPI-Intron with our transcriptome data, it becomes obvious that contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons are located within actively transcribed regions, although no correlation between contact frequency and transcription level could be observed (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![S/MAR based replicons do not alter gene expression. (**A**) FPKM values of untransfected HeLa cells plotted against FPKM values of HeLa cells stably maintaining pEPI-EGFP. No global changes in gene expression were observed. *FPKM, Fragments per Kilobase Million*. (**B**) Genes are ranked in a volcano plot according to their statistical *P*-value (y-axis) and their relative abundance ratio (log~2~ fold-change) between untransfected HeLa cells (wild-type) and HeLa cells stably maintaining pEPI-EGFP. Significantly differentially expressed genes with an corrected *P*-value *q* \< 0.01 and an absolute fold-change of 2 would appear red and were not detected. (**C**) Expression Level of five potential differentially expressed genes were analyzed in qPCR in three independent replicates. Genes *HSPB1* and *MRPL9* served as controls (see also [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**D**) Contact sites of pEPI-EGFP (upper panel), pEPI-HS4 (middle), and pEPI-Intron (lower panel) are located within actively transcribed regions, but independent of transcription level.](gkx522fig6){#F6}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Understanding the behaviour of autonomously replicating episomes may not only contribute to our understanding of genome organisation in the nucleus but is also vitally important for their use in biotechnology and gene therapy. The development of the chromosome conformation capturing (3C) technique, based on the strikingly simple idea that digestion and religation of fixed chromatin ends allows for detection of DNA contact sites and frequencies ([@B46]), enabled researchers to study topological properties and spatial organization of chromosomes in the nucleus. In this study, we used the 3C-derived circular chromosome conformation capture (4C) to study the chromosomal localization of non-viral S/MAR-based episomal replicons. For the first time, contact sites of exogenous episomal DNA were mapped and characterized. Using the 4C technique we identified genomic contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons in two independently established HeLa mixed populations and independently established single-cell derived populations. Mapped contact sites do not correlate with amplified regions of the HeLa cell line used and therefore can be regarded as being specific. However before using S/MAR-based replicons in applied biotechnology results of this proof-of-principle study should be confirmed in each cell type used for application.

To address the impact of *cis*-acting elements on genomic localization, 4C was also performed with cell populations maintaining S/MAR-based replicons harbouring either an insulator sequence downstream the S/MAR (pEPI-HS4) or an intron between CMV promoter and EGFP transgene (pEPI-Intron). Compared to pEPI-EGFP (16 frequent contact sites on 12 chromosomes), the insulator containing replicon pEPI-HS4 possessed a clustered contact pattern with 34 sites of frequent contacts distributed to loci on 7 chromosomes, especially on chromosomes 7 and 12. In contrast, frequent HotSpots of pEPI-Intron (score ≥ 1000) were evenly distributed throughout the genome (135 HotSpots on 21 chromosomes). Replicon-specific contact pattern were detected in two different mixed populations, but were also found in individual clones. Moreover, identified contact sites were also verified by *in situ* experiments. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that results obtained with mixed populations are characteristic for the respective S/MAR-based replicon. Obviously, different genomic elements cloned in a S/MAR-based vector result in different contact pattern of the respective replicons, indicating a function-dependent influence of *cis*-acting genomic elements (e.g. insulator, introns) on replicon localization in the nucleus. We interpret the detected genomic contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons as co-transcribed sequences in transcription factories. According to the model of transcription taking place in specialized factories ([@B2],[@B11]), we suppose that S/MAR-based replicons are also transcribed in certain factories with respect to inserted genomic elements. The wide-spread contact pattern and increased transgene expression of pEPI-Intron, observed in both, mixed populations and single-cell derived populations, may therefore result from its transcription in a variety of transcription factories that are specialized for genes with introns as containing splicing factors ([@B11]). Since ∼91% of all genes contain introns, the majority of transcription factories should contain splicing factors. This also fits with our observation that contact sites of pEPI-Intron contain significantly fewer intron-less genes than contact sites of pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4. We searched for further common features of co-transcribed genes for each replicon, e.g. common transcription factors and regulatory pathways, but except an enrichment of transcription factor binding sites and RNA polymerase II binding within the co-transcribed sequences no replicon-specific features could be detected (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Extensive clustering of pEPI-HS4 contact sites to specific chromosomal loci may therefore either result from an efficient establishment process, mediated by an HS4-nuclear matrix interaction ([@B25],[@B47]) or from locally highly intermixing chromatin domains ([@B48]).

Despite the genomic element-specific contact pattern, the epigenetic signature of contact sites is replicon-independent and enriched for active histone marks (H3K4me3, H3K79me2) in the absence of repressive histone marks and sequences close to the nuclear envelope and lamina-associated domains (LAD). Specific contact pattern of the used replicons indicate that *cis*-acting genomic sequences associate with specific subnuclear structures. However, it is not fully clear whether *cis*-acting genomic elements guide the replicon in specific transcription factories thus determining number and variety of co-transcribed sequences (pEPI-Intron) or induce changes in spatial chromatin organization resulting in replicon specific contact pattern (pEPI-HS4) ([@B49]). We show here that S/MAR-based replicons preferentially associate with actively transcribed chromatin and are in close proximity to putative endogenous S/MAR sequences. A co-localization with active histone modifications, early replicating foci, and splicing speckles in the absence of repressive chromatin markers has been shown before ([@B24]) and could now be globally confirmed. Since we have described before that an active transcription running into or over the S/MAR is essential for episomal replication and maintenance this observation supports our previous data ([@B50]). At this point, we can only speculate about cell-type specificity of detected contact pattern. Since contact pattern are not restricted to specific chromosomes but to certain epigenetic signatures and subnuclear sites dependent on inserted genomic elements, we assume that contact pattern will vary from cell-type to cell-type as transcriptional landscapes vary in a cell-type specific manner. It is very likely that also in other cell types only a very limited number of contact sites will be observed.

The observation of only few and clustered contact sites strongly suggests the existence of preferred contact sites and a rather non-dynamic behaviour during mitosis. This hypothesis is supported by verification of the three most-frequent contact sites of S/MAR-based replicons pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4 *in situ* (Figure [2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [H](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2 F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and in an independent 3C library ([Supplementary Figure S2 E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, transcribed genes are known to often oscillate between active and inactive states for short periods of time and the chromatin contacts that define gene expression are very complex ([@B51]). Therefore, it might be that S/MAR-based replicons do show some dynamics throughout a cell cycle with respect to their transcriptional state. S/MAR-based as well as other episomal replicons establish with on average 5--10 copies/ cell ([@B52]). While in single-cell derived populations of pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4, the 4--16 frequently occurring contact HotSpots probably represent the number of S/MAR-replicons per cell, this assumption is unlikely for the observed 94 frequently occurring HotSpots of pEPI-Intron. It might be that, unlike pEPI-EGFP and pEPI-HS4, pEPI-Intron behaves rather dynamic during mitosis, resulting in new contact sites after each cell division. Since we could verify the three most-frequent contact sites of pEPI-Intron in an independent 3C-library ([Supplementary Figure S2 E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), it is conceivable that the high number of frequently occurring contact sites reflects the variety of genomic loci that are co-transcribed in factories in which pEPI-Intron is located and transcribed.

Topologically associating domains (TADs) are considered as the fundamental structural building blocks of chromosomes ([@B53],[@B54]) and seem to be tissue-invariant ([@B55]). TAD boundaries are enriched for various genomic features, e.g. CTCF and promoter-associated histone marks (H3K4me3) ([@B55],[@B56]) that were also found to be enriched in detected contact sites. We therefore speculate that S/MAR-based replicons tend to co-localize with TAD boundaries. During mitosis major features of TADs that are linked to gene expression are lost. It is suggested that cell-type specific DNA elements like enhancers and promoters as well as TAD boundaries are bookmarked by remaining nucleosome free and thus are accessible for proteins such as transcription factors or RNA polymerase II to re-associate, inducing correct chromosome folding and gene expression ([@B57]). Since the epigenetic signature of S/MAR-based replicons dynamically changes in a cell-cycle dependent manner with a specific removal of histone modifications during mitosis ([@B58]), we hypothesize that genomic localization and active transcription of S/MAR-based replicons is memorized during mitosis the same way as it is for endogenous genes and TADs.

S/MAR-based replicons used in this study do not code for viral proteins. However, their observed preference to co-localize with promoter sequences and transcription start sites, and recent observations that cooperatively transcribed promoters can influence each other ([@B8]) rise concerns that S/MAR-based replicons have the potential to alter endogenous gene expression. Therefore, we compared the transcriptome of untransfected HeLa cells with HeLa cells stably maintaining pEPI-EGFP. Setting the FDR to \<0.01 we found no significantly differentially expressed genes. This finding is of utmost importance for potential gene therapeutic application of S/MAR-based replicons. This study is the first comprehensive analysis of genomic contact sites of a non-viral, autonomously replicating episome. It preferentially associates with a subset of actively transcribed genes but within this study we were not able to detect common characteristics of these loci. The genomic contact sites are very non-dynamic, but are influenced by genomic *cis*-acting sequences incorporated into the replicon. The present work provides not only the basis for a systematic search of sequences determining nuclear localization, but also a proof-of-principle that 3C-based techniques are versatile tools to localize exogenous DNA within the 3D nucleus. This may lay the foundation for a routine application of 3C/4C to localize exogenous DNA like viral genomes or non-viral episomes in the nucleus.
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